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SUMMARY 

This paper describes the U.S. experience to date with providing energy efficiency 
information fiom the Center for the Analysis and Dissemination of Demonstrated 
Energy Technologies (CADDET) on the Internet. The paper begins by describing the 
way that information is displayed in the U.S. CADDET home page system. Statistics 
are then provided on numbers and types of users of the home page. Next we describe 
the frequency with which different types of CADDET information have been accessed 
and summarize the feedback provided by users. Drawing on this experience with the 
US. CADDET home page system, the authors conclude that energy efficiency 
information systems on the World Wide Web can contribute significantly to the goals 
of CADDET and other information outreach programs. However, to reach a wider 
range of audiences, Internet systems need to be supplemented by other dissemination 
efforts aimed at reaching individuals in countries and organizations that are not 
currently using Internet services. In addition, more personal and customized 
information sources are needed to provide users with the types of assistance and 
guidance that may be required to translate knowledge of a technology’s technical and 
financial performance, into a decision to adopt the technology. 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thdrwf, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi- 
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or  represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- 
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recorn- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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FEEDBACK FROM USERS (BF ENERGY EBPKIEN~ INFORMATION ON 
THE INTERNET: dUULYSISQFTHEB.S.CADDET HOME PAGE 

The use of inter-mtxvorkzd awapute5 dks arga&z~tions the ability to reach 
potentially vast audiences witk minkit $felt by eaking advantage of the huge 
investments being d e  intkctmtic c d d m  idlastructure worldwide. While 
on-line communicatkms fk&m of today’s domestic and 
international commmic at aa unprecedented pace and are 
transforming dome& andgbbabfiormatimffow, 

Many businesses and consamem ape td&g d v a i q e  d this communication potential 
by connecting to the Intern-a sy.pstent by whicfr computers can communicate with 
one another using cu- =e@ Amrding to a Nielsen Media 
Research (1995) s m y ,  agpmximteiy m l e  in the US. and Canada (or 
almost 11% of the I6 
Every month, tens af and households buy direct Internet 
connections or punhase oris te en-lke idbrmation and communication 
services. It has beenest hit by .rhe yzr ZDQO h e  will be 180 million Internet 
users worldwide (Vtxity a d  €34 1994). 

e o n  in North America) are Internet users. 

Organizations place i n n f o d ~ o n  the Wemet tZy Qeating home pages on the World 
Wide Web-a system that wses &&us to simplify the tasks of searching 
for and retrieving i n h d  tl$e US. experience to date with 
the Internet home Analysis and Dissemination of 
Demonstrated Energy 

. 

The paper begins by& 
Statistics are then p 

the home page has been d m c h  
of the information-by camtry of clrigin d argaoizational affiliation. 
describe the frequency 
accessed and the f d a c k  
The paper ends with a discensiaaof its 

U S  CADDET home page system. 
p w  incIuding the number of times 

szllee itskception, and the types of users 
Next we 

@pesOfCADDET information have been 
by ‘ffs&h~ who armpleted “electronic coupons.” 

BACKGROUND ON 

The Center for the Analysis ad% af Danonstrated Energy Technologies 
was formed by the I n t e d o d  Energy Agency in E988 to collect and disseminate 
information on demonstra$an projects th& h e  prcoduced data on the successfbl 
economic and technical #-e of nt end-use technologies. The 
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Center recognizes that the tangible evidence of technic,al and economic viability 
produced by demonstration projects can effectively accelerate the replication of 
successfbl technologies. 

In 1993 CADDET was expanded and now has two branches-CADDET Energy 
Efficiency and CADDET Renewable Energy. In the United States, involvement with 
the CADDET Energy Efficiency Annex is coordinated by Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory for U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory provides technical support for U.S. involvement in the CADDET 
Renewable Energy Annex. 

At the heart of the CADDET operation is a computerized Register of information on 
more than 1,600 energy technology demonstration projects. Each of the 15 countries 
that belong to CADDET have contributed Register entries describing demonstrations 
in their countries. A majority of these entries focus on technologies for increasing the 
efficiency of energy use in buildings and industrial processes. Agriculture, 
transportation, utilities, and other end uses are also represented, but to a lesser degree. 
A total of 358 entries describe U.S. demonstration projects. 

CADDET also produces technical brochures, which provide expanded information on 
key technologies represented in the CADDET Register. Each brochure describes the 
technology being demonstrated, the setting, the cost of the project and the energy 
saved, other findings concerning the operation of the technology, and individuals who 
can be contacted for further information. The most in-depth of the CADDET 
products are the Analysis Reports. These reports use experts from alI CADDET 
member countries to compare the technical and economic results of selected 
demonstration projects on a particular technology. Sixteen analysis reports have been 
produced to date. Finally, CADDET also produces quarterly Newsletters, which are 
currently distributed to over 10,000 subscribers world-wide. Each issue focuses on a 
specific technical topic and features international articles, news items, abstracts of 
recent publications, and meeting notices. 

CADDET INFORMATION ON THE INTERNET 

A range of traditional promotional techniques are employed by the DOE, ORNL, and 
the U.S. CADDET National Team to make potential audiences aware of the energy 
efficiency information available from CADDET. In addition, in November of 1994, 
the United States became the first CADDET member country to make CADDET 
information available on the Internet. The address for the the U.S. CADDET-energy 
efficiency home page is: 

HTTP:/fmvw.orni.gov/CADDET/caddet.htm1. 

HTTP:/fmvw.orni.gov/CADDET/caddet.htm1


The U.S. CADDET home page (Figure 1) allows users to view all of their options 
before beginning a customized search. In particular, links to five additional pages are 
listed and described. 

By selecting the first page, “About CADDET,” users are provided background 
information on CADDET, including an overview of the Center’s goals, information 
products, and organizational structure (Figure 2). 

The second page introduces users to the CADDET database of information on 
demonstration projects (Figure 3). From there, the user can elect to conduct a 
query of the 358 entries that describe the technical and economic performance of 
energy efficiency technologies demonstrated in the U.S. For instance, a search for 
the term “motor” in the abstract of the U.S. entries identified 14 projects (Figure 
4). From that point, the user could access the abstract and 111 documentation for 
each of these 14 entries. 

0 

0 

The third page provides an overview of CADDET brochures, including an 
explanation of the distinction between “CADDET, demonstration brochures” and 
“CADDET results brochures” (Figure 5). A listing of all of these brochures can 
then be provided by clicking on either type of brochure (see Figure 6 for an 
example). At this time, users must contact ORNL to obtain copies of the 
individual brochures. (All of the brochures are available fiee-of-charge to U.S. 
users, but only the U.S. brochures are available for .free to international users). The 
U.S. intends to place the text of all of its future brochures onto the Internet. 

CADDET analysis reports are the subject of the fourth page. Here, the user can 
obtain a list of the 16 analysis reports that have been published to date (Figure 7), 
along with information about how to purchase them. In addition, a short abstract 
of each report can be accessed, such as the summary of “Industrial Drying 
Technologies,” which is shown in Figure 8. 

Finally, the user may elect to complete a CADDET End-user Form (Figures 9 and 
10). This form, also called an “electronic coupon” asks users to provide feedback 
about CADDET information and offers them a chance to request additional 
information. 

The pages shown in Figures 5 through 8 were added to the CADDET home page 
system on December 15. Thus, the usage figures for these pages presented below are 
based only on a half-month period of Internet accessibility. 
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About CADDET 1 Welcome to 1 -  

II 
Center for the Analysis and Dissemination of Demonstrated 
Energy Technologies (CADDET) 
CADDET is an International Energy Agency program responsible for collecting and dissemiMting information 
on demonstrated, energpefficient and renewable energy technologies. The p r o g m  focuses on demonsIration 
projectn on full-scale applications of new technologies. By utilizing information from this international 
information network, you can find out what energy-efficient and renewable energy technologies have worked 
in other counws and how you can benefit from their application. You c@n elso submit project3 on 
demonstrated energpaving technologies to be reviewed es potential CADDET products. 

There are two branches of CADDET: CADDET Energy Efficiency and CADDET Renewable Energy. Oak 
Ridge National Labomtory is the U. S. Support Office of CADDET Energy Efficiency and the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory is the U. S. Support Office of CADDET Renewable Energy. There are currently 
15 member countries paticipatmg in CADDET Energy Efficiency and 12 member countries parkipatkg h 
CADDET Renewable Energy. U. S. participation in CADDET is sponsored by the Department of Energy, 
Office of Technical and Financial Assistance. 

Abort CADDET 

Tkt CADDEI Datahast. Ilc R e m  

r v  
Ilc CADDET Aa4ysis Peons 

T l c  CADDET Ed-astr Form 

p ! t W  . ~ J . J H ~ ~ J l ~ ~ U ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ? C f r ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ u l  .WVJ k7 &B-*V*il,d&KW &?l Y: 4 1  fl-lUd.fiUZl 

l u - l l t b r J . ~ ~ r t ~ J l t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ ~  
L? , ~ l l v i l ~ ~ r i u : ~ ~ t ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  f l . w M d g t a m w % ~ ~ l  ,rhoirf &dwiwwI. pkw.~.h~We &@. trR.. 

info semrsboml.aov 

I;hn?JlZmf lJL2'M(il&yl 

CADET'S objective is to broaden and improve the exchange of information on energysaving technologies that 
have been demonstrated in applications in industry, buildings, transporntion, ualities, and agriculture. 

CADDET w founded in 1988, kl d program focused on energyefficient technologies. In 1993, CADDET 
expanded into twu branches: CADDET Energy Efficiency and CADDET Renewable Energy. CADDET Energy 
Efficiency is based in The Netherlands and now has fifteen member countries: Australia, Belgium, Canada, 
Denmark, Finland, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, The Repub? of Korea, Sweden, 
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States. CADDET Renewable Energy IS besed m the Uruted 
Kingdom and now has twelve member countries: Ausnalia, Denmark, Finland, Japan, The Republic of Korea, 
The Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United K a d o m ,  and the United states. 

Each CADDET member country contributes information on demonstrated energy-efficient andlor renewable 
energy technologies. Each CADDETCenter then disseminates the results of these demonsUations back to the 
member countries via these product% brochures on individualpmjects, a quarterlynewsletter, analysis repom, 
and a computer-based register of demonstration projects. 

The U. S. Support Office for CADDET Energy Efficiency k Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The U. S. Support 
Office for CADDET Renewable Energy is the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. U.S. participation in 
CADDET is sponsored by the Depatment of Energy, Office of Technical and Financial Assistance. 

Each CADDET member country has established a National Team. The U. S. National Teams for Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy cue comprised of representauves from technical and professional 
organizations; private indusuy; utilities; and local, state, and federalsgencies. The U. S. Support Offices 
collabomte with the U. S. National Teams to facilitate marketing CADDET products, and to gaWr information 
and leads on outstanding demonstrated energytechnologyprojects. The U.S. Support Offices also respond to a 
continuum of requests for information regarding CADDET. 

If you would lh information sent to you on how to obtain CADDET products, or how to submit project 
infonnation for review as a potential CADDET product, please complete the CADDET End-user Form . 
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CADDET (see description below) 
Complete text search terms: (-1 
m 

-~ ~ 

Fielded search terms 
title: 

abstract: 

project: '&I 
brochure : 1 

Descriptian; 

Ihe CADDET Database, The Register 

Ihe CADDET Register & a user-friendly database of demonstration pmjects on emW-efficient and renewable 
anergy technologies. The fuURegister contains almost 1700 records contributed by CADDET member 
rountries. This mial listing conreins the 358 U. S. contributed records to the Regiser. The Register Is one Of 
ttvlnl *ADD& prOdW0 Xith ~1 ulumm gQJ. O f  h n u r d  npltC8tlon O f  8WOt88f@ tnorg.;r-dficfUZlt d 
anowable sner&ypro)~oo. 
If PU u1 hmnrtmd in gumhmw W enan dr%buo, puut twawlm Ute-, 

Ihe WAIS database on lhls wmrmt8il4 

llUe - Project title 
Project - Project number 
Brochure - CADDET brochure number 

You may oithar search on any combination of the fislds listed abovs, or perfom a compbts text search on ths 
:ull text of the documents. If you need help in us& thir databdse, a NWial on PerfarmingYMS Searches is 
ivailable, 

folbwlnp fields: 

4b3tract - Abstract of prnjwt 

?&.W .WRf rWUWt??lM iW&?tUk&&Wt &3dld&?? b (?&Dm&d-t&WJ*FLVW. 

Fig. 4 

Results from running query wilh. motor 
To include the text of om of the folloving documents in another selrch. check the appropriate 
box(es) and then submit another que- using the form at the bottom of this page. 

0 ~ , ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - b ~ g ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ r ~ e ~ - ~  
(HTML) Score: 1O00, Bytes: 1948 
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I OCTOBER 1995 
CADDET brochurw present the resulw of demonsmtions of selected,energy qchnologies to highlight sigvksnt 
technological advances. Many of the brochures describe award-wbmng and lughly cost-effective technologes. 

Designed to assist end-users, each brochure gives acomprehensive descriptton of the project illwmEd with 
photographs and diagrams. The aims and background to the project are given with a description of the technology 
how it is applied and a full breakdown of costs end savings. A concise summary and contacts for more informah 
are &o included. 

More than 200 brochures am andable dD date, end approximately 40 of these describe U. S. technologies. U. S. 
National Team members recommend topics and provide supporting Momt ion  for the preparation of these 
brochures. Brochures come in m different formam Demonsmtion brochures contain prelimimy results of a 
technology and therefore will not contain compleop technical and economic performance values. Results brochures 
contain a full range of information on a oechnology. A listing of the brochure number, the counw of origin, and 
the title of the brochure for CADDET Demonsmmn Brochures and CADDET Results Brochures is available. 

~ ~~ 

Complimentary copies 
available from: 

Melissa Voss, Energy Division 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
P 0. Box 2008 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6070 
Telephone: 423-574-1013 
FSX: 423-574-9331 
E-mail: MSSmk@Oml.gOV 

R e m  to the CADDET Home Pagp 

I , .  
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CADDET Results Brochures 
Result 1 N2?Z%%!!DA" 

Result 2 LrNDKJNLXXMf 

Result 3 N m S M D A v  

Mechanical Vapour Recompression in an Evaporative Unit 

Heat Recovery in a Bakery 
Climate Control in a Cheese Wsrehowe 

Energy Management Program at the World Bank 

Ventilation Heat Recovery in Social Housing 

Energy Management at the DubaYBeck Office Building 

Heat Recovery at a Flower Bulb Processing Plant 

C e m  Recuperator Recovers Heat from Exhaust Gas 

Hjgh Speed Technology Provides Oil Free Compressors 

Reduclng Whey using Mecharucal Vapour Recompression 

Sewage Water as a Heat Source for a District Heating System 

Energy Consumption can be Halved in Commercial Property 

Flue Gas Cleaning and Production of Electric Power and Heat 

Energy Utilization in Waste Water Treatment Plants 

Additional External Insuladon of Apamnent Blacks 

Heat Pump using Sewage Water as a Heat Source 

Saving of Energy in Factories for Porcelain 

Wood Chip and Bark Fueled Disnict Heating Plant 

LEB(1sac) System for Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning 

Drying Paper with I n f m d  Radiation 

Federal Methanol Fleet 

Induction Heating and MelUng 

Fom Processing 

Space Heating with Cogeneration of Five Apamnent Blocks 

Electricity Production by Heat Recovery at a Fernsilicon Plant 

Considerable Savings in Electricity for Flwrescent Tubes 

Heat Recovery in the Chemical Industry 

Heat Recovery from Vapours 

Result4 CfNmAsT&nhs" 

Result 5 N!??Z%R!DAsv 

Result 6 CJN5ATAZK5" 

Result 7 NZZY&!!DA~" 

Result 8 CiN-ATAEA\" 

Result 9 PINMD 

Result 10 M>iFF%f' 

Result 11 SFFmm 
Result 12 AWZW&Y 

Result 13 ,~"FF!ZZW 

Result 14 DZWMMR 

Result I5 DZWHMK 

Result 16 AWEZ(N 

Result 17 A'"FFmm 
Result 18 D%XW&G!! 

Result 19 ,'IFFEX!! 

2esult 20 b"FFZTkW 

bsult2l  CfNYZB?~rTR?i?A" 

lesult 22 ClNKT?DA+G7A?ZA" 

7esult 23 CfNKT?DhTAm.\" 

Zesult 24 N m N M D * s "  

Zesult 25 NC?RFF%Y 

?esult 26 D . N . - K  

lesult 27 N m N ! D S  

bsult 20 ~~"FFYZZWXYD 

. 

mailto:MSSmk@Oml.gOV
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CADDET ANALYSIS REPORTS 
OCTOBER 1995 
CADDET Myis Repom provide in-depth wsessments of selected energy-saving technobgks. US@ 
examples of successful, demonstrated energy-saving projects from around the world, the @ports enable the 
raader OJ benefit ufckly from the m y  lessons learned. The goal is to foster well informed decision making 

~nmnallr4 robitlon of amzrprwiw pmiootr, 

Fig. 8 

Indus tri af Drying Techno1 ogi es 
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USERS OF THE U.S. CADDJ3THOME PAGE 

From January 1,1995, to December 3 I ,  1995, there b e  been more than 10,000 “hits” 
on the U.S. CADDET home page system. These ‘‘hits” have increased fiom 
approximately 550 in Jammy to I200 m December. The steady gruwth in the usage 
0ftheU.S. CADDEThor~epageissho~inErgurefE. 

Figure Il.~~”cntheUS,CADDETHorm:PagemI995 

More than threequartas (spedically, 4,703) of these hits were fiom the United 
States, and 1,371, or 23% wexe fiom other cuuntrks. h t r i e s  accessing the home 
page span the gIobe, bot the greatest numbers of users ontside of the U.S. are from 
Canada and Europe. 

Table 1 presents the d e r  afhits on the US. CADDEI horn page by country in 
December 1995- Countris are divided into h e e  cafegorim based on the classification 
developed by Nazem (1995) to refled w d  teIecommmidons infrastructure. 
“Industrialized Countries” l e d  the develqment and depbyment of modem 
communication technology on the domestic front, and they provide both capital and 
know-how to facilitate idrastr&ure devefojment in coudes  abroad. “Countries of 
Eastern Europe and the lbimer Soviet Union” enjoy a high degrm of literacy and have 
seen considerable techdogid  grow& but tbey suffer from hktorical obstacles to the 



fiee flow of information. The third group of countries (“Developing Countries”) is 
perhaps the most diverse group, and it contains some of the world’s most populous 
and rapidly growing countries that will be accounting for an increasing share of the 
world’s energy consumption. It is comprised of countries that currently lag furthest 
behind in telecommunications infrastructure and have insufficient resources to invest in 
significantly upgrading this infrastructure in the near term. 

Table 1. “Hits” on the U.S. CADDET Home Page, 
by Country, in December 1995* 

*In addition, Brazil accounts for three hits, Israel for two hits, and South Africa for three hits. The 
location of these countries in the classification by Nazem (1995) is unclear. Further, the country origin 
of 234 hits during December 1995 could not be determined. 

The results shown in Table 1 (and statistics on users from previous months) suggest 
that users in industrialized countries are accessing the U.S. CADDET information 
much more extensively than are users elsewhere in the world. Thus, overall these 
statistics indicate that the CADDET databases on the Internet can reach a large number 
of users with information about energy-efficient technologies. However, these same 
statistics also underscore the need to supplement the Internet with other forms of 
outreach that better meet the needs of users in countries of Eastern Europe, the Former 
Soviet Union, and the developing world. 



Affiliations for 719 of the 724 United States users (in December 1995) could be 
determined from their e-mail address extensions. Government agencies account for 
more than a third (37%) of the users. However, if the usage of just one of these 
organizations is removed (the 105 hits from the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory), this percentage drops substantially to 27%. The next most frequent 
users are commercial organizations, which comprise 30% of the users in December. 
Educational institutions account for 1 5%, and non-profit organizations account for 2%. 
The remaining 16% of the users accessed the U.S. CADDET home page via a network 
service, which does not allow identification of organizational affiliations. 

To the extent that these affiliations are representative of both international and 
domestic users, we can conclude that U.S. CADDET home page is being used by many 
of the audiences that are being targeted. However, it is also likely that small, resource- 
constrained businesses, educational organizations, government agencies, and non-profit 
organizations are under-represented within the large categories of users described 
above. 

A recent survey of Internet users in North America found that Web users typically are 
upscale (25% have incomes of more than $SO,OOO), educated (64% with at least college 
degrees), and professionals (50% are professional or managerial) (Nielsen Media 
Research, 1995). These same segments are likely to be more receptive than many 
other groups to information about newly demonstrated energy efficiency technologies. 
However, until the Internet has penetrated beyond these early adopters to broader 
segments of the population, the Internet will only partially meet the marketing needs 
of CADDET. As Hummel (1995, pp. 1-2) concluded in his analysis of the potential 
for utilities to provide customer services and marketing on the Internet, “Radio, 
television, telephone, print advertising, and mail service are still the predominant media 
for communicating with customers, [although] the technology of inter-networked 
computers is promising to make a quantum leap in usage.” 

TYPES OF INFORMATION ACCESSED BY USERS 

The nature of the information accessed by users in December 1995 is portrayed in 
Figure 12. This graphic indicates that many users are probing the CADDET 
information in considerable detail. 
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Figure 12. “Hits” on the U.S. CADDET Home Page System, in December 1995 

Most users probably entered the CADDET home page system by first opening the 
home page. (If a user had previously opened this home page and moved on to other 
pages of CADDET information, they might choose to mark one of these subsequent 
pages-such as the one that enables database searches-and return to it when they next 
seek CADDET information. This is likely to become more prevalent as mers become 
more familiar with CADDET.) 

From the home page, 78 links were made to “About CADDET,” 159 links were made 
to the CADDET database, 53 to the overview of brochures, 56 to the list of analysis 
reports, and 52 to the end-user form. Many users went beyond these pages to 
examine the titles of brochures and the abstracts of analysis reports (Table 2). In 



addition, 3 individuals completed the end-user form. 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

Table 2. “Hits” on Abstracts of CADDET Analysis Reports During December 1995 

Small-scale Cogeneration (revised) 17 

5 Heat Transformers in Industrial Processes 

New Technologies for Heating and Cooling Supply in Office 6 
Buildings 
Thermal Storage: Managing Electrical Loads in Buildings 4 
Compressed Natural Gas as a Vehicle Fuel 4 
Energy Efficient Lighting in Commercial Buildings 11 

I ReportNo. I 

7 

8 
9 

Report Title 

Controls to Reduce Electrical Peak Demands in Commercial 10 
Buildings 
Energy Efficient Retrofitting of Office Buildings 6 
Gas-Turbine-Based CHP in Industry 4 

I No. of Hits 

10 
11 

Industrial Ventilation 4 
Process Heating in the Metals Industry 5 

12 
13 

Industrial Drying Technologies 5 
Transportation Management and Traffic Engineering 7 

14 
15 
16 

Advanced Houses of the World 

Energy Efficient W A C  Systems in Office Buildings 

Heat Exchangers in Aggressive Environments 

6 
6 
4 

The pattern of usage shown in Table 2 suggests that many users viewed the abstract of 
only the first report. Further, the reports on lighting and controls in commercial 
buildings were of greatest interest to users in December 1995. 

Fl3EDBACK FROM USERS 

This section summarizes the information collected fiom those users who elected to 
complete the end-user form, which is an “electronic coupon’’ containing questions 
about CADDET, requests for information, and comments about the home page. As of 
December 31, 1995, 59 coupons were received from users in 12 different countries, 
with an average of approximately four coupons per month. Users fiom the United 
States constituted the largest block, comprising 70% of the total number of 
respondents. Other countries include Austria, Belgium, Canada, Croatia, Italy, 



Mexico, Portugal, Slovenia, South Africa, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 
Most of these respondents were from the private sector (48%) or universities (26%). 

Almost half of the individuals who completed the “electronic coupon’’ requested 
additional information about energy-efficiency (N= 1 5) or renewable energy (N= 14) 
technologies, research, or data. Another 13 individuals requested copies of specific 
CADDET products. The remaining respondents sought other types of information or 
provided comments on the U.S. CADDET home page. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the pattern of usage of the energy-efficiency information that the United 
States has placed on the Internet, the authors conclude that energy efficiency 
information systems on the World Wide Web can contribute significantly to the goals 
of CADDET and other information outreach programs. The low cost of reaching large 
numbers of users via the Internet suggests that this information outreach tool is a cost- 
effective mechanism. However, to reach a wider range of audiences, Internet systems 
need to be supplemented by other dissemination efforts aimed at reaching individuals 
in countries and organkitions that are not currently using Internet services. In 
addition, more personal and customized information sources are needed to provide 
users with the types of assistance and guidance that may be required to translate 
knowledge of a technology’s technical and financial performance, into a decision to 
adopt the technology. 
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